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CLASSIC InspIrIng, dIstInctIve and elegant

dIscoverIng the past ... preservIng It for the futureHERITAGE

as the name classic implies, this tile
symbolises enduring excellence. It
reflects the longevity of traditional fine
craftsmanship that has stood the test
of time.

Inspired by a lasting and elegant heritage
handed down over generations, 21st 
century architects are re-discovering the 
traditional values of earlier times. this 
historical legacy of great architects and their 
building and roofing styles continues to 
inspire the designers of today. Incorporating 
the heritage of the past and today’s modern 
design requirements, ahI roofing has 
created a distinctive tile design to carry us 
through the 21st century.



a legacy of tradItIon and craftmanshIp

character, elegance and sImplIcIty

CORONA SHAKE

SENATOR SHINGLE

european settlers in america in
the 17th and 18th centuries brought
traditional english, dutch, french
and german roofing styles to this
developing country, recreating those
styles from the timber that was in 
plentiful supply. cedar was split with an 
axe to make roof tiles or ‘shakes’. the 
natural aesthetic appeal of ‘shake’ roofs 
has been re-created in the gerard®

shake, incorporating easy installation
features.

during the early 20th century, shingles
were the most widely used roofing
material. the overlapping tiles were
originally crafted as small panels of
cedar or terracotta.
the gerard® shingle has recreated 
the three-dimensional shingles using 
21st century materials and technology,
finished with a blended chip coating.



for a home of dIstInctIonMILANO

TECHNICAL

 Clear aCryliC overglaze
 Natural stoNe Chips
 BaseCoat
 aCryliC resiN proteCtive Coat
 ziNC-alumiNium
 steel Base
 ziNC-alumiNium
 aCryliC resiN proteCtive Coat

* Zincalume® is a registered trademark of Bluescope steel limited.

Guaranteed lonG lifetime
Zincalume®* coated steel has superior long term 
corrosion resistance. the combination of the 
sacrificial protection of zinc with the barrier protection 
of aluminium, gives a performance that is superior to
galvanized coatings in almost all environments.

Wind and storm resistance
gerard® tiles are installed using our unique horizontal
fixing system. each tile is interlocked and then securely
fastened horizontally at 8 different points. this method
prevents any leakage and ensures that each tile 
remains in place in extremely high winds, hurricanes 
and typhoons. It also provides security from driving 
rain and heavy snowfall. other roofing products use a
vertical fixing method or rely on the weight of the tile to
hold them in place. this increases the danger of the 
tiles lifting in high winds.

material structure 
Because all tile coatings are applied after pressing, 
there are no problems with crazing or micro-cracking.
 

using its cutting edge technology,
ahI roofing has further extended our
range of steel roof tiles with the 
gerard® milano tile - a profile 
with the timeless look of traditional 
mediterranean roofs.
architects and designers will enjoy
working with the soft curves and
versatility of this strong inter-locking
profile on a wide range of roof styles.



TECHNICAL

liGhtWeiGht and earthquake resistant
clay and concrete roof tiles weigh up to 7 times more than the equivalent area of 
lightweight gerard® tiles. this means substantial savings can be achieved in structural 
costs. the gerard® lightweight interlocking tiles and unique fastening system provide 
added strength to the roof in the event of an earthquake. there are documented 
instances of other heavyweight roofing products collapsing homes while gerard® 
roofs in the same street remained intact and with minimal damage.

snoW, ice and hail resistance
In extreme winter conditions, gerard® roofs withstand snow loading. When exposed 
to snow, frost or ice, there is no degradation of the surface coatings or substrate. 
the rough texture of the chip coated surface holds the snow in place until the snow 
melts naturally and harmlessly.
gerard® roofs are resistant to damage from hail stones up to 30mm. a hail stone as 
large as 90mm may cause some indentations, but it will not penetrate the surface 
coating or substrate, thus maintaining the roof’s weather security.

fire resistance
gerard® roofs have passed stringent international fire tests. the incombustible 
steel substrate and surface coating prevents the spread of flames when exposed 
to fire. the lightweight nature of gerard® roofs considerably reduces the potential 
for the roof to collapse.

noise reduction
the chip coated finish and interlocking tile system of gerard® roofs minimise 
the transmission of sound.

enVironmentallY friendlY
ahI roofing limited is justifiably proud of its reputation as the world’s leading 
manufacturer of top quality, chip-coated, pressed metal roofing tiles, which are 
produced in one of the cleanest and most pollution-free environments in the world.
steel is manufactured in a unique process by new Zealand steel from black iron 
sand, found on the West coast beaches of the north Island. the steel is coated 
with a zinc/aluminium alloy (Zincalume®).

drinkinG Water
rainwater collected from gerard® roofs  has been tested and meets the World 
health organization’s criteria for drinking water quality. two good rainfalls are 
recommended before collecting drinking water from a new roof.

disPosal/recYclinG
the product on the roof emits no fumes or water-based emissions and degrades 
very slowly over a number of decades. providing the product is installed correctly 
and to our specifications, we confidently give a 50 year limited Warranty. the 
ultimate disposal of steel roofing is by recycling in steel recovery plants and 
processing into new steel products.

historY and WarrantY
ahI roofing has led the technology and manufacture of pressed metal tiles for over
50 years. ahI confidently offers a 50 year limited Waterproof Warranty.

GERARD ROOF TEXTUREDLONGRUN STEEL

CORRUGATED STEEL CONCRETE TILE
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off-shore sales offices
domestic sales offices
licensed plants
owned plants
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